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Despite the competition, we knew Seeking Health could become a contender as 
an online vitamin supplier.  Our team devised a specialized strategy for Seeking 
Health’s text ads that would maximize transactions and revenue while keeping 
costs low.  This would create an optimal return on ad spend (ROAS).  We also 
intended to use their existing PLAs and rank in Google organic search results to 
bolster their text ads. 

Poised for expansion, Dr. Ben Lynch, the founder of Seeking 
Health, contracted a paid search agency to support his 
company’s growth through Google AdWords.  After several 
high-spend months with little return, Dr. Lynch realized that 
the agency’s goals did not align with his own. We had 
generated great results for Dr. Lynch through Google AdWords  

The Situation 

Objective 

Seeking Health Founder, Dr. Ben Lynch 

Product Listing Ads (PLAs) and were excited at the opportunity to improve the 
performance of his text ads with the intelligence we had gathered from his PLAs. 
To create momentum for his campaigns, we leveraged Dr. Lynch’s reputation in 
the industry and promoted the quality of his natural supplements to highlight 
Seeking Health’s health care products. 

“Working with Vertical Rail has been great from day one. They turned 
around our comparison shopping feeds quite quickly and, after seeing 
those results, along with knowing their attention to detail, we 
extended their contract into Google AdWords. It is a pleasure working 
with them as they truly do care about our success.” 



CTR Value Per Visit Visit Duration Conversion Rate

 Create brand awareness  

 Generate qualified targeted traffic  

 Increase transactions 

 Increase revenue 

 Maximize ROAS  
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In order to restructure Seeking Health’s text ad campaigns, we performed 
in-depth industry relevant keyword research and analyzed their landing 
page quality.  We utilized their existing marketing channels to gather more 
information. 

Finally, monitoring reporting and analysis 
for Seeking Health’s campaigns ensures 
they remain as healthy as their customers 
• We continue to do this on a daily basis. 

First we looked into Seeking Health’s existing PLAs campaign to gather data and find 
ways to supplement their text ad campaigns, not compete with them. 

• We intended to have each channel of their eCommerce marketing working 
in tandem with one another.  If PLAs and text ads are not strategically 
placed, they run the risk of accruing double the costs for half the revenue – 
this cannot be allowed to happen. 

Next, we did an in-depth analysis and inventory of landing page quality 
to ensure the highest possible quality score. 

• We used advanced metrics, historical data, and research to 
determine search traffic patterns and customer on-site 
behavior. 

After, we determined the most effective keywords for Seeking 
Health’s products. 

• We inserted our new and improved keywords into 
campaigns and monitored performance closely. 

Then, we wrote ad copy that spoke to Seeking Heath’s 
unique selling points, which sets them apart from the 
competition – even the big players with mammoth 
budgets. 

• By writing compelling ad copy, we helped 
solidify Seeking Health’s brand within the 
vitamin supplement industry. 
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How We Did It 

  

  

  

  



  
Within only 1 month of switching PPC management to Vertical Rail, Seeking Health sales 
began to take off through Google AdWords text ads and their profits continue to grow each 
day.  Not only does this exceptional company seek health, but they seek success – and 
they’ve found both.  
 
We were able to use Seeking Health’s existing PLAs and rank in Google organic search to 
bolster their text ads.  Our strategy ensured their marketing channels were complimenting 
rather than undercutting one another. The result was an impressive ROAS at a fraction of the 
cost. 
 
Seeking Health’s paid search journey proves that eCommerce marketing channels are most 
effective when used together in a strategic manner.  Using historical data from existing 
channels we were able to effectively structure their text ads and maintain the overall wellness 
of their marketing plan as a whole. 
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Results 

Google PPC Campaigns – Previous PPC Company VS. Vertical Rail.  Comparing Data from a 30 day period. 
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335 Spreckels Dr., Suite D | Aptos, CA 95003 
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Your Vertical Rail Team 

Vertical Rail is not a dashboard or an automated marketing tool. 

We act as an extension of your Ecommerce marketing team.  

 

We apply real-time human observation and comprehensive 

analysis to a merchant’s data and marketing strategy to achieve 

measurable results. 

ON TRACK 


